Abstract-QoS routing problem in wireless mesh networks is a nonlinear combination optimization problem, which has been proved to be a NP complete problem. This paper proposes a QoS routing algorithm based on culture-particle swarm optimization algorithms. The algorithm uses the dual-evolution mechanism of culture algorithms and achieves further improvement on global optimum location mutation particle swarm optimization algorithms (MPSO) by introducing the concept of inertia weight. Simulation results show that the algorithm is feasible and effective, and the speed of convergence is faster than MPSO algorithms for QoS routing in wireless mesh networks.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) [1] is dynamically selforganized and self-configured, with the nodes in the network automatically establishing an ad hoc network and maintaining the mesh connectivity. Compared with traditional WLAN, the advantages of WMN are very clear, which is mainly shown as high-rate, non-vision distance transmission, high reliability, simple construction and maintenance and so on. With the wide application of WMN in recent years, however, researchers discovered its existing problems and one of them is routing, the key issue to which is supporting QoS (Quality of Service) in the WMN. Therefore, study on the WMN routing algorithm based on QoS has turned into a research hotspot.
It is proved that the multi-constrained QoS routing is a NP complete problem [2] . Researchers have solved the problem by making use of heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithms, ant algorithms, annealing algorithms and neural fuzzy networks method. Cultural algorithms (CA),a kind of evolutionary algorithm, was proposed by Reynolds in 1994 [3] . It's a kind of multi-evolution process computing mode based on population and provides a framework for the combination of mechanism of searching-evolution and knowledge storage. From the evolutionary point of view, any of evolutionary algorithm met the requirements of CA can be embedded as an evolution process of population space into the framework [4] . The particle swarm optimization algorithms (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique [5] . PSO, inspired by researching on feeding behavior of birds, is an optimal algorithm based on iterations like genetic algorithm. Currently, PSO has been widely used in many fields including optimization problem of the multi-object function, neural network training, data mining, fuzzy system controlling and others. In spite of having the attribute of fast evolution, the defects of PSO are quite obvious such as lower convergent velocity in evolutionary latter stages , getting local optimum easily and so on [6] . A kind of modified particle swarm optimization absorbing the global optimum location mutation(MPSO) was proposed in [7] .This paper designs a QoS routing algorithm based on cultural-particle swarm optimization algorithms in wireless mesh network (CA-MPSO-QoS), and the PSO adopted here is the one improved on MPSO by introducing the concept of inertia weight. With a combination of CA, this algorithm uses the two evolution frame (the population space and the belief space) to draw and manage the evolution information effectively, and instructs the evolution process of population space by using that information [3] . Results of the simulation indicate searching performance of CA-MPSO-QoS is superior to MPSO for QoS routing in WMN.
II. THE MATHEMATICS DESCRIPTION OF QOS ROUTING FOR WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS

A. Network Model
The model of WMN this paper adopted is the Backbone network topology structure [8] , that is to say the WMN is built with several low-mobility reticular routers, which are with gateway functionality and can be connected to the Internet through access points. In this paper we assume that one reticular customer terminal opens the power source, firstly establishes the connection with the nearest reticular router which take responsibility of collecting the current network situation. When some mesh customer terminal has a QoS routing requirement, and then he will send the message to the mesh router, finally the proper route information is transferred to this customer terminal.
In order to focus on the study of the algorithms, we assume that the speed of the mobile node is slow enough to satisfy the requirements of the QoS, and a single link doesn't exist here, simultaneously the parameters which required by the QoS is measurable. For the mesh routers, we can convert the QoS parameters into common nodes through some settings; each node in the network is respectively denoted with a number. Thus the whole network can be described as a undirected-weighed graph G = (V,E), in which the vertexes represent the network nodes, the edges represent the net links. V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges between nodes. E V V ∈ × means the set of the network in the situation of single points delivery(source node, destination node). Each node v has a transmission range r, assuming that the nodes
represents the distance between the two nodes, then there is one edge e ∈E when the distance between them is shorter than r.
To make it simpler, this paper will integrate the node parameters into the edge parameters.
B. The Formalization of QoS Routing Index
The common QoS routing problem includes many constraints such as bandwidth, delay, delay_jitter, loss-ratio, cost and so on. Whereas most of the networking-multimedia applications have the error recovery function by which they can put up with the loss ratio within a reasonable range, so we will mainly take the other four constraints into account: bandwidth, delay, delay_jitter and cost. The given network is described by the graph G = (V,E). T represents the route set from the source nodes s ∈ V to the destination nodes d ∈ V, the edge set of a certain route is E(t), then we can describe the QoS parameter as follows:
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C. The Question of QoS Routing in Wireless Mesh Networks
The target of optimizing the multi-constraints QoS routing problem is to find a route from the source node s to the destination d which satisfies the following QoS requirements: the minimal bandwidth requirement (B min ) , the maximal endto-end delay requirement (D max ), the maximal end-to-end delay_jitter requirement(DJ max ), the smallest cost. Then we can describe this pattern as follows:
* max
From (4) we know the cost of a route means the hops. So the goal of the QoS routing algorithm in WMN is to find a shortest route t from the source node d to the destination node d which satisfies the formulas(5), (6) and (7) above.
III. A QOS ROUTING ALGORITHM BASED ON CULTURE-PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION IN WMN
A. Design Idea and Overall Frame
Based on the dual-evolutionary strategy of cultural algorithms [9] , main thought of CA-MPSO-QOS is to embed MPSO into the CA model as the evolution process of the population space. In microcosmic aspect, we use MPSO to form and optimize QoS route quickly by tracing the individual history optimum value and the global history optimum value. In macroscopic aspect, the belief space accepts the information of the optimal solution that fed back from the population space regularly; meanwhile it provides the population space with the positive influence after updating individually. The dualevolutionary mechanism can not only achieve higher efficiency by reducing searching time but also keep the diversity of population, and then global optimum route met the QoS constraints can be got at last. Fig.1 shows the overall frame of CA-MPSO-QOS.
B. Cultural Algorithms Design 1) Initialization:
The individual in the belief space, whose size set to 40% of the population space, adopts the same coding scheme as that of MPSO. We select the most superior 40% of individuals after evaluating by fitness from population as the initial group of belief space.
2) Accept Function: After each AcceptStep step iterated of population, replace the worst individual in belief space with the global optimum solution, here AcceptStep=5.
3) Update Function: Use selection, crossover and mutation to complete the evolution of belief space. a) Crossover Operation: Each individual share the knowledge information by means of one-point crossover. Suppose that (2, 5, 18, 32, 65, 9, 16 ) and (2,30,5,9,79,16) are two paths selected randomly from the belief space and which will become (2,5,9,79,16) and (2,30,5,18,32,65,9,16) after crossover when we choose a common node 5 as the joint node randomly. In the end, the possible loop in the two new individuals should be removed after crossing above. b) Mutation Operation: Individuals in the belief space execute the mutation operation with the probability of P m . The detailed process is described as follows: first generate a new route searching from the source node to destination node randomly, then choose an individual from the belief space randomly and replace with the new one, here Pm=0.1.
4) Influence Function:
Similar to accept function, after each AffectStep step iterating, we choose the most inferior 5 individuals by fitness from population space and replace them with the most superior 5 ones selected from the belief space. Considering that PSO's quick-evolution in early stage and easy to fall in local optima late, the value of AffectStep should not be selected as a constant [10] . Here we get the value of AffectStep by computing as the formula below:
Where N 1 and N 2 are constant, EndStep represents the max iteration generation allowed, k denotes the current iteration generation of the population space.So in the iterating initial period, the population space can bring its quick-evolution into full play and in the later iterating period the belief space strengthens the instruction to the population space. So the ability to search the global optimum position of the algorithm can be enhanced in this way. Here EndStep=140, N 1 =15, N 2 =100.
C. MPSO Design
According to the characteristics of QoS routing, we introduce the concept of inertia weight into MPSO with the purpose of producing an effect on the direction of particle's movement during each iteration. Consequently, we can speed up its convergence and avoid prematurity via getting a better balance between local optimum and global optimum. Detailed rules of the algorithm are illustrated as follows:
1) Coding Scheme:
During the implementation process of the algorithm the chief question is how to code a path of QoS route to a solution in search space. The paper adopts nodes series to represent routing path, that is to say a particle is coded by the nodes series passed from the source node to the destination node.
2) Initialize the population: The initial particle swarm in population space is generated randomly. For every particle its position is initialized by a random feasible path between the source node and destination node.
3) Fitness Function: A particle's fitness is defined as:
Where b i denotes the minimum bandwidth of one path; d j denotes the end-to-end time delay of one path; j j denotes the end-to-end delay jitter of one path; cost i denotes the hop count of one path.
4) Update Function:
Assuming that k i P and k i v denotes the position and velocity of partical i respectively in the k-th iterating, now the new velocity and its position will be assigned according to the following two equations:
Where p i denotes its history best position and p g denotes the global best position of the whole swarm; ω is called inertia weight as mentioned above, its value has an important influence on the size of search space; c 1 and c 2 are two positive constants called acceleration coefficients; r 1 and r 2 are two random numbers uniformly from the interval [0,1]; the sign ' ' symbolizes selecting from many choices and the sign ' ' symbolizes executing the movement represented by the right operand with the probability given by the left operand.
5) Mutation Strategy:
We use the number of partical's non-evolution as mutation time to evaluate the whole population's prospect. In this paper we assume the partical swarm have got into a local best position if the fitness of the global best position has continuous repeated MtStep steps iterating and execute the the mutation operation with the probability of p c . The value of p c should reduce gradually for the global best position will improve with the increasing of iterating steps [7] . Here we can compute its value according to the following equation:
Where α is a random number uniformly from the interval (0,1), k represents the current iteration generation of population. The mutation mode is to replace the old path with a new one, generated randomly between the source node and destination node, here MtStep= 10. We will make a simulation experiment to test the feasibility and efficiency of CA-MPSO-QoS. Under the circumstance of simulation WMN, we set the regional range 90mx120m, 100 nodes are generated randomly in the area. Each node here has one unique ID, a receiver and at least one transmission device. An adjacent matrix is produced by using of calculating the adjacent nodes with a communication distance r being 15, then produce the available bandwidth and delay of every edge and delay-jitter at random; the value of bandwidth could be any integer between 1 and 10, the value of delay is a integer from 1 to 20, jitter a decimal between 0.01 and 0.1. The original size of the population space [11] is 30, c 1 =c 2 = 1.8, ω=0.9, and other parameters' setting are in accordance with part 3.
D. The Algorithm Flowchart of CA-MPSO-QOS
The table1 shows the optimal route found with the CA-MPSO-QoS algorithm for different requirements. We can see that a shortest route could always be found as long as the requirements are reasonable, which tells that this algorithm is of convergence. Fig.2 illustrates the comparing of fitness of the optimization route generated with the iteration number by the three different algorithms searching the WMN routing. It can be seen from the figure that it's easy to sink into local optimal solution in early stage by using PSO algorithm singly. Though being able to search the global solution finally, the convergence rate is rather low by using MPSO algorithm singly. These defects could be overcome and achieve a balance between speed and performance when making a combination of CA and MPSO algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Aiming at the characters of WMN, this paper proposes a QoS routing algorithm based on culture-particle swarm optimization algorithm. The simulation experiment indicates that this algorithm can converge to the global optimal solution rapidly. In addition, the results of the experiment show that the setting of various parameters in CA-MPSO-QoS has great influence on the effect and so the future work will concentrate on the influence law of algorithm performance with various parameters. 
